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Oscar Maximilian James

Theatre actor but can’t act for shit
Age: 37
Hero: Laurence Olivier
37 going on 12. Oscar believes he is the best
actor in the world but no one see’s his true
talent - he could play Iago AND Othello! Overly
sensitive & dramatic, he believes ‘the world is a
stage’ and he cares deeply about what people
think of him (except Sebastian his brother,
whom he hasn’t spent one day apart since
birth). Whilst he is deeply in love with his own
face he does genuinely try his best at things he
puts his mind to.

Sebastian Fenton James
Fashion model/actor with shit fashion sense
Age: 39
Hero: Theresa May
39 going on 5, Sebastian believes fashion is a
gateway to the soul, or some shit. FAME IS THE
GAME. Outspoken, hard skinned and hater of the
poor, no one dares say no to him. When he is
stressed, he has a colouring book to calm himself
down. Sebastian is lazy and always looks to do the
bare minimum. He is who he wants to be and does
as he wishes, regardless of what others think and
we can’t not respect him for being who he wants.
Slight pyromania issue.

Oscar and Sebastian are living their best lives:
VIP parties, celebrity friends, fast cars, big
homes, rah rah! Thanks to their father's
multibillion pound company Fenton Airlines,
they have an inﬁnite supply of ‘fuck you’
money.
After almost killing Sophia - their much more
successful sister (#SorryNotSorry) - at her
movie premiere, father has had enough!
Something has to be done…

Sir Fenton James, recognising that he
has spoilt his ageing sons by bank rolling
their ridiculous failing careers, instructs
them to leave his luxurious home and
their bunkbed-boys-den. It’s time they
learnt what it is like to work and pay bills
amongst the peasants (normal people).
He sends them packing to a council ﬂat,
which shall set the scene for their ‘life
tasks’: a series of challenges he has
created that, if they ever want to return
to his land of milk and honey, they must
complete.

Oscar and Sebastian have never had to food shop, cook, clean, dress themselves or
wipe their own arse before. This whole situation is so not fair.
Not to mention the loss of face and social posturing that it’s going to require to
mask their downfall to all their wealthy and successful friends…

FROM THIS…

…TO THIS

Oscar and Sebastian must sample a string of regular
jobs, learn how to use public transport, how to live
with ﬂatmates, the value of money and how to pay
bills.
Whilst the ‘real world’ that their father attempts to
enforce on them is like a grey-drizzly-mondaymorning, the brothers, if they’re to stay sane, must
reject this bland future their father has called their
destiny! Through unrelenting arrogance and
ignorance they refuse to let their technicolour
dreams die!
Fuck bills! For they are the world’s best actor &
model, like, ever!

The world of Thesps is eccentric and surreal.
Oscar and Sebastian are fantasists and so the visual
language of the show reﬂects this: from talking
inanimate objects to musical numbers to dance-oﬀs
outside the local supermarket, the world of Thesps is
equal parts ampliﬁed egotism & paranoia, mixed with
gonzo storytelling and questionable morality tales.

Fellow Yokel Oafs (Flat Mates)

Nikki - Overworked NHS nurse
Burnt out and sleep deprived with a side order of an amphetamine
addiction. Relentless do-er, she works hard, plays hard and doesn’t take
shit.

Christian - Chugger Charity worker
Michael is essentially an Indian Jesus: a super nice guy who is relentlessly
kind and understanding. The world constantly shits on him but somehow
his can-do attitude (or his blind naivety) gets him through everything.

Tod - The Hideous Troll
Half man half beast, Tod lives under the stairs in a strange Tardis like room.
Rarely seen. Often Heard. Don’t touch his food.

Life Task #1: Leave Home
(Everything from the ﬁrst 8 pages and then…)
Their new ﬂat. Leaving daddy’s car is like being dropped oﬀ for the ﬁrst
day of school. Sounds of machine gun ﬁre and death screams echo around
the estate. Rushing to unlock the front door they are shocked to ﬁnd that
they will have to SHARE this place with other people. Yuck!
They set about trying to make the most of their new room but it’s an Agrade shit hole. Too scared to venture outside their bedroom they slowly
starve to death. Sebastian makes a small ﬁre in the centre of the room so
they can cook the one can of beans that they have from their glamping
trips. The ﬁre quickly gets out of control and Christian rushes in with an
extinguisher to save the day.
Christian takes them to the kitchen and gives them some dinner he made.
Seb and Oscar pretend to enjoy his peasant meal but quickly rush upstairs
to throw it up. Later, they curl up in their sleeping bags, sobbing to ENYA
‘Orinoco Flow’ and slowly drift oﬀ to sleep - to the sound of murder
happening somewhere outside.
Tomorrow they will be assigned their next life task…
(FYI That’s our stupid bitch sister)

Life Task #2: Work
Their life task is… working at a B&Q. Seb and Oscar don’t want to work but
Fenton’s driver breaks into the ﬂat and manhandles them to their private car.
Oscar ultimately believes in trying his hardest and earnestly commits to
getting the job done but Sebastian is unrepentant and will do anything to
shortcut and subvert fathers oppressive rules!
B&Q quickly becomes Oscar’s stage, customers are his audience and he
entertains people looking for kitchens… and is unexpectedly successful! Seb
meanwhile over-waters all the plants and is rude to customers and staﬀ.
Days pass by and Oscar really gets into the idea of being a manager and his
hair starts turning grey, he becomes boring and keeps talking about the
pension beneﬁts.
Their successful sister, Sophia, comes into the store with a bunch of her rich
friends and takes photos of them both for her Insta. Soon the boys will be
the laughing stock of all their rich friends!
Seb turns to his colouring books to try and self sooth but it doesn’t work
and instead decides to save Oscar and himself from their B&Q fate by
burning the place to the ground.
Oscar thanks Seb for saving him but Fenton is enraged! No more private
driver, they are going to have to learn to get home by themselves…

“I’m serious Sebastian,
I think I want to be area manager!”

Life Task #3: Public Transport
Sebastian and Oscar are sat on the couch in the ﬂat, covered
in blood and crying.
We ﬂashback to them standing outside a burning B&Q,
learning that they must ﬁnd their own way back home. They
wait at a bus stop with some peasants who are talking to
each other, however, viewed through Oscar & Sebs eyes it
sounds and looks like a strange language of almost zombiegoblin-like tongue movements and guttural sounds - the
language of the poor.
When they step on the bus, they cannot understand the bus
drivers zombie tongue except the word ‘oyster card’.
Clueless, they go to a ﬁshmongers, a wise old ﬁsh monger
man gifts them two oyster cards but tells them that these
cards are cursed.
They get on a bus, but the bus is FULL of poor people all
talking zombie language. A well dressed older gentlemen
beckons them over, oﬀering them some seats.
He informs them that his Jaguar is in the shop and he’s been
reduced to taking the bus like a bum. Seb and Oscar are
relieved to ﬁnd someone like them! They get on great and the
old man invites them to his house for some sherry and dinner.

The house is decadent and fabulous. The old man oﬀers
them some drinks which they gladly knock back. He takes
them down to his basement. Oscar swings in a sex
harness, Sebastian picks up various S/M gear wearing it
like high fashion, neither realising what is about to go
down. The door bell rings and a bunch of other old men
arrive. It becomes apparent that they are about to be
involved in a rather brutal S/M scene.
We cut to outside the house and hear screaming. Oscar
and Sebastian (in full S/M gear) frantically run and
stumble to a bus stop, they are carrying blood stained
medieval weapons, In the background we see the house
on ﬁre. Relieved to escape but feeling exceptionally odd
they slowly realise that their drinks were spiked. They get
back on a bus just as the drugs kick in, peasant zombies
everywhere! They kill everyone on the bus.
Sebastian and Oscar are sat on the couch in the ﬂat,
covered in blood and crying. Christian tucks them both
into their bunk beds, Sebastian asks for a story… they
slowly drift to sleep listening to ENYA.

Life Task #4: Food Shopping
It’s early morning. Craving smoked salmon and poached eggs,
but knowing they have none of their own food in the ﬂat, Seb
and Oscar quietly venture into the kitchen… Within minutes
the ﬂat is ﬁlled with smoke as they attempt to cook the other
ﬂatmates food. A ﬁre alarm blares as the others wake up to
witness what they have done. Nikki threatens to tear up Seb’s
colouring book if they don’t replace all their food. Thing is Seb
& Oscar don’t know where food comes from. A quick phone
call to Daddy reveals it comes from a place called the
‘Supermarket’.
Outside ALDI a group of old ladies are collecting money for
charity. The OAPs, acting like a threatening teenage gang,
insult Seb and Oscar as they walk past. Oscar starts crying,
Seb quickly rushes him into the supermarket as the gang stare
at them through the window laughing. To speed up this totally
traumatic experience they agree to split up and smash this
shopping list double time.
Seb ends up ﬁnding a clothes section and piles his trolly high
with his ‘peasant cosplay’ fashion! Oscar meanwhile has found
everything on the food list and is feeling very grownup and
proud of himself. As they reunite at the checkout and their
collective loot is scanned and bagged into their trolley, the
cashier reads out the total: £173.67. They swipe their card. It’s
declined. They try again. Declined. A queue of disgruntled
costumers roll their eyes behind them.

Feeling the heat they frantically check their balance on their
phones: £20. What?! How can this be?! Daddy transferred us
money especially for this shop! Flushed, Seb and Oscar look
at each other. Inside Sebastains head: “These Clothes… My
colouring book…” Seb pushes the trolley of goodies as fast
as possible, bowling over the security guard and exits the
store! Oscar panic-runs after him, a criminal by association.
They spin around the corner only to come face to face with
the gang of old ladies.
A huge West Side Story musical / dance oﬀ ensues: The old
ladies breakdance and spin on their heads, all whilst telling
them that they don’t belong in this neighbourhood. But
Sebastian has a secret weapon, he can cause pain by striking
model poses, and after one particularly epic catwalk move,
he causes all of the OAPs to inexplicably self combust.
What a victory! Except the security guard has had time to
call the police and they are arrested. Quickly bounced from
the local police station by Daddy, the boys return home,
empty handed.
Tod The Hideous Troll threatens to kill them in their sleep
and Nikki looks set to destroy Sebs colouring book. They
look doomed. Until Daddy calls to inform them them he’s just
managed to secure them another job…

Life Task #5: Care for others
Seb and Oscar are stood outside a run down hospital. Sick people
are coughing up blood all around them. They want to run away
but their lives may end at the hands of Tod the Hideous Troll if
they don’t earn some money fast (and Sebastian really wants his
colouring book back) so they grit their teeth and enter their new
workplace.
Oscar is thrown a mop and bucket and asked to clean the toilets
and the ward, Sebastian is told to collect urine and poo from the
older patients who can’t walk to the toilet. Oscar reluctantly
begins cleaning when his phone rings. it’s his agent! She has got
him an audition for a musical, tomorrow! Elated, Oscar starts
cleaning the toilets with ﬂair and grace as he learns his audition
song. His singing voice is awful and as he moves to clean the
wards various patients die from exposure to his vocal range.
Sebastian, unsurprisingly, fucking hates his job and is hiding in a
cupboard when Oscar discovers him. Informing him of his fantastic
audition news, Sebastian is fueled with sibling rage. Just then
Nikki, who works at the hospital, walks past and Seb demands the
safe return of his colouring book. Nikki assures him that he’ll get it
back once they’ve replaced everyones food but she doesn’t think
they can make it through even one day in this place. Incensed,
Sebastian begins a power montage of collecting old peoples shit
and piss, pretending to Nikki that he’s not bothered by any of it.
Whilst singing and cleaning a private room, a slightly deaf bed
ridden patient tells Oscar that he was once a singer and actor.
Oscar sits down and listens to the gentle old man tell his epic life
stories of acting around the world, meeting his soulmate and
raising his family etc. This guy has really lived and Oscar laps it all
up! The patients family visit and they are all super nice. Oscar
really admires this kind and loving family man, he’s like the dad
Oscar wish he had. Sebastian witnesses all this but he has to
empty this OAPs piss and shit so he’s much less impressed.

Later that day a panicked Nikki pulls Oscar to one side, she’s just
had a phone call, her dad’s had another stroke and this might be
it, the end! She wants to see him but she needs Oscar to cover
her last hour. Could he make sure to keep an eye on the nice old
man’s vital signs, “If the numbers on any of these barely
functioning machines change call someone immediately”. Oscar
has got this! No sooner has she left than his phone rings, they’ve
pushed the audition to this afternoon, he needs to come in, like
right now! Oscar conﬁdes in the patient who tells him to chase his
dream, Oscar is emotional as he’s never had any loving support
like this before. Oscar begs Sebastian to cover for him, showing
him what to look out for. Sebastian nods along condescendingly.
We intercut between Oscar running across town to his audition
and Sebastian sitting doing nothing as all the old mans numbers
change. Oscar arrives to start singing and inexplicably he is intune and singing beautifully. We see the old man slowly slip into
the abyss as Sebastian is absorbed by his Nintendo Switch. Oscar
starts to dance, he is smashing this audition! Well, he is in his own
head but we now hear what the audition panel hears and it’s
horriﬁc…
Sebastian walks from a vending machine moaning to himself about
the calories in a Twix, arriving at the room he notices the old man
is very dead. Ah Oh. Must. Destroy. Evidence.
Oscar and Nikki arrive at the front doors of the Hospital at the
same time, Nikki’s dad is dead. She is in shock. She can’t believe
that Oscar has let her down. Oscar thinks he’s had the best
audition ever and ﬁnds it hard to care, plus it’s totally ﬁne,
Sebastian is taking care of it - a beat - they both realise what
that means. Oscar and Nikki run to the room just in time to see
the patients family screaming by the rooms doorway. Inside, the
dead old man is inexplicably on ﬁre melting into the bed. Nikki is
frozen in disbelief. Oscar is traumatised. Sebastian appears behind
them, unfazed:
“So, err, Nikki, any ideas when we might get paid?”

Whilst everyone else panics, Oscar believes this is just his favourite
actor truly committing to a character and seizes the opportunity to
prove his acting skills and ‘Improvises’ a scene with the terrorist.
But this only enrages the terrorist who slits Debra’s throat.
Sebastian is overjoyed and immediately re-customises his costume.
The pilots let the terrorist into the cockpit. The plane turns back to
London and the terrorist announces his plan to crash the plane into
Westminster.

Life Task #6: White Terrorism
Even with all his industrial inﬂuence Fenton can’t convince
anyone to hire his boys, so as a last resort he gets them a job
as cabin crew on his airline. But he warns Sebastian not to set
anything on ﬁre this time or he’s never coming home. He
promises.
Sebastian likes the uniform and customises it but is quickly told
oﬀ by the head hostess, Debra. Unperturbed, Sebastian is
actually enjoying this job! As they prep for take oﬀ Oscar thinks
he recognises one of the passengers in economy class, his
favourite actor Jason Mamoa, “Maybe he’s rehearsing for a new
character? Being super method by ﬂying with the peasants?”
Oscar and Debra pull the drinks trolley down the aisle, closing in
on the Jason Mamoa lookalike, who leaps from his seat, pulls
out a knife and grabs Debra. He demands the cockpit be
opened otherwise he’ll detonate the bomb he’s got strapped
around his chest.

Oscar has a mental breakdown. He can’t believe he just got cold
shouldered by Jason Mamoa. “Maybe I AM a bad actor?!” What’s
the point of living, especially if it means continuing to exist on that
shitty estate. Sebastian informs him that they will never have to go
back to the estate and beckons Oscar to look out the window. In
the distance we see a huge tower of black smoke rising over
London.
“None of the buildings were ﬁre safe Oscar, not one… they’re
council buildings so now everyone’s going to get rehoused and
compensated, including Nikki, think about it, the Government surely
wouldn’t let people just suﬀer needlessly” (turn to look at camera).
“In every problem is an opportunity, think about how awful this is all
going to be for Daddy's business? If this Jason fella manages to
crash the plane then the Fenton Airlines logo will be negatively
scattered across the world’s media. But if we save the airline daddy
will surely give us our old life back. We have a choice, either we die
on this plane like fucking peasants or we ﬁght for our rightful
fortune!”
(Continued…)

Oscar is renewed and using his acting skills he manages to get the
terrorist to come out of the cockpit by pretending to be a young boy
who really wants Aquaman’s autograph. The moment the cockpit door
opens Sebastian strikes him down with one of his modelling poses.
They save the day! But the only problem is the terrorist has killed the
pilots and everyone on board panics! But Oscar and Sebastian land
the plane without a sweat (private school education darling) and a
surreal hero's welcome awaits them. They save the airline from a PR
disaster, in fact they increase the companies proﬁle because the
media love the story so much; two brave generically good looking
white men foil a terrorist plot, hoorah!
Fenton is overjoyed and immediately reinstates the boys’ fortune.
Hollywood soon calls. We see a trailer for “Fight or Flight” with Oscar
and Sebastian acting hard like proper action stars. Debra, the air
hostess that the terrorist killed is played by their sister Soﬁa and her
death scene is way more elaborate and grotesque than necessary with
Seb & Oscar inexplicably kicking her lifeless body for a good thirty
seconds.
Movie premiere. Everyone loves Oscar and Sebastian, this is their
greatest moment. But their father Fenton has a heart attack and falls
down the stairs in front of the world’s press. Elaborate funeral and
then a ‘will’ scene.
“To my children.. I leave you nothing…”
Oscar, Sebastian and Soﬁa sit open mouthed.
End of Season 1
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